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ABSTRACT

We surveyed Brazilian forensic institutes in order to provide a baseline for botanical knowledge used in forensic applications. Our approach provides a better understanding of the law enforcement dynamics as a whole, and establishes perspectives and guidelines for implementing this discipline in Brazil, enhancing the elucidative power of Brazilian forensic institutes.
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Recognizing useful botanical traces in crime scenes is crucial for their utility in criminal investigations, as well as to their proper collection and preservation. Relevant evidence may arise from a simple interpretation of botanical traces found at the crime scenes, which often do not require high-cost procedures (e.g., molecular analyses) in the course of the investigation. Although this may be true, the presence of an investigator or a forensic expert with botanical skills is rare in the Brazilian law enforcement, making this approach poorly used, and the botanical traces mostly depreciated.

Botanical traces in forensic caseworks have shown to be relevant if not crucial to the elucidation of many questions related to the dynamics and authorship of criminal events. Estimation of post-mortem intervals, association between suspects and crime scenes, and the discovering of clandestine graves, are some of the classical examples that can be easily addressed. Under those circumstances, Forensic Botany has gained increasing attention within the forensic scenario, resulting in a great number of reports in the literature.

Brazil currently comprises 342 forensic institutes in 27 federation units, where each capital has one institute, except for the States of São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro that include 27 and two forensic units, respectively. Although there is a high number of forensic institutes in the country, their infrastructure are often lagged and still remains less valued. Forensic experts thus usually do not have access to many equipment required for basic laboratory tests, often resulting in inconclusive reports and low rates of solved cases.

This work aimed to provide a preliminary panorama of Forensic Botany and its importance to the criminal investigation in Brazil. We explore the topic of techniques for preservation of botanical traces, and also the perspectives to spread this knowledge within the Brazilian Forensic Science in order to improve criminal investigations.

A study was carried out by a volunteer sampling from the professional staffing of forensic institutes in all states of Brazil. This work had qualitative data as the main source, which was obtained based on the botanical knowledge and experience from forensic experts. The methodology herein applied was entirely based on the description given by the work “Diagnóstico da Perícia Criminal no Brasil” (Diagnosis of the Criminal Expertise in Brazil—free translation) developed by the Secretaria Nacional de Segurança Pública - SENASP (National Secretary of Public Safety—free translation) 16. The concepts found in the SENASP work were the base for building the questionnaires applied to forensic experts.

The questionnaire (available upon request to the first author) was organized in two parts: (1) a general part, equally applied to all forensic experts; and (2) a specific part, applied according to the expert’s specialty. The classification used in the specific part of the questionnaire was based on the specialties described in the SENASP work. Specialties of interest were chosen taking into account those that potentially deals with botanical traces in their analyses: Crime Scene Processing (CSP), Toxicology, and DNA. The questionnaire evaluated aspects with regard to: (1) experience with traces from botanical nature; (2) familiarity with sub disciplines of Botany (e.g., systematics, morphology, palynology, etc.); (3) notions about the necessary infrastructure for the collection, preservation, and analysis of plant traces; and (4) usefulness of Botany in the forensic context of their specialty. At the end, an expert opinion with regard to the importance of Botany as a discipline for forensic analysis was requested.

The knowledge with respect to the proper collection and preservation of botanical traces was evaluated according to the methods described by Hall and Byrd. In their work, methods for processing botanical material were standardized taking into account different aspects of an investigation, from the importance of the chain of custody in the collection...
procedure to the presentation in court. Since the specialties performed by the experts vary according to the organizational structure of each Brazilian state, and one or more specialties are often performed by the same forensic expert, in the second part of the questionnaire was required the selection of the specialty with higher demand in their work routine. This set up had the purpose to better orientate their answers and our results, avoiding any misinterpretation in fulfilling the questionnaire.

In order to reach forensic experts that perform at least one of the three above mentioned specialties, directors of forensic institutes were interviewed for better understanding how the specialties described in the SENASP work were distributed among their departments. In the State of Mato Grosso do Sul, for instance, more than one department could be classified as external processing due to the nature of their analyses of routine. The questionnaire was made available via Google Drive and also on the National Forum of Criminal Experts website.

Although all the 27 Brazilian federation units have been consulted, we have obtained responses from 15 of them (Fig. 1). The forensic institute of the State of Ceará was the only unit that have declared not to perform Forensic Botany analyses. The most participative specialty in this survey was Crime Scene Processing (CSP), followed by DNA, and Toxicology. The CSP specialty (or commonly referred to as “external processing” in the Brazilian forensic institutes) is the specialty that comprises most of the experts in Brazil. This specialty is one of the most important in obtaining botanical evidence in forensic caseworks, and it is responsible for the collection, preservation, and forwarding of the evidence to laboratories for proper analysis—the remainder of the specialties are therefore dependent to the correct operation of the CSP. It is worth mentioning that the low feedback of DNA and Toxicology did not allow to obtain a panorama for these specialties. The analyzed responses of these specialties were thus obtained only from the general section of the questionnaire and from the expert opinion survey.
With regard to the experience of the forensic experts with plant traces and their familiarity with sub disciplines of Botany, there were remarkable results considering the reality of the Brazilian forensics. From the total of experts interviewed (35), 39% already had contact with or have knowledge about plant traces being a useful evidence in environmental crimes, crimes against person and/or drug traffic. This result reinforces the importance of including botanical evidence in forensic investigations, as well as suggests a demand for the inclusion of this type of evidence in Brazilian forensic reports.

As to the familiarity with Botany, 60% of the forensic experts recognize at least one of the sub disciplines and 36% recognize three or more. The sub discipline most cited was plant morphology (40%), probably because it is one of the most traditional topic of study in Botany and the one with easiest access to literature. Familiarity with Botany is really important and allows forensic experts to explore most suitable analyses according to the specific casework in which the evidence was found; and thus it constitutes one of the first steps in how the evidence will be interpreted. The better is the ability of an expert to recognize and distinguish among the disciplines of Botany, the better is your ability to build proper knowledge and interpret botanical evidence correctly.

Forensic experts of the CSP specialty were questioned about their familiarity with methods of collection and preservation of botanical materials. Subsequently, we offered a hypothetical situation in which plant organs were found at a crime scene and asked them to select the best method to preserve each plant organs listed (e.g., alcohol 70% for root, silica for seed, and plant press for flower). A key factor in interpreting botanical evidence usually is to properly identify the plant or plant fragment in question. A correct taxonomic identification provides means to acquire useful information with regard to plant biology and ecology, which in turn may lead to the confirmed association between crime elements. Although 21% of the experts claimed to know about the proper methods of collection and preservation of plant organs, only a minority of them could correctly identify the plant in question.
preservation, their responses with regard to the best method for each organ varied considerably. (Fig. 2 A). A greater tendency was verified for methods that utilize paper bag and plant press, regardless of plant organ in question (Fig. 2A). It is worth mentioning that none of the forensic experts that claimed to know the proper collection and preservation method chose for the plastic bag method—probably due to the understanding that plastic bags favor the proliferation of fungi and/or bacteria, and thus may compromise trace evidence integrity. As for the forensic experts that do not know the proper collection and preservation methods, there was also a greater tendency to for them to choose the paper bag and plant press methods, but their responses were considerably variable (Fig. 2 B). In general, one can notice the good notions about both collection and preservation methods of plant trace; however, considering that there are great divergences in the responses, the utilization of techniques by some forensic experts places a risk to the trace integrity. Since paper bags are constituted of porous material that would provide aeration to the plant trace, we suggest the utilization of this method as an appropriate alternative instead of the conventional plant press method. One may argue that the proper method for preservation and/or preparation of a given botanical trace depends on the nature of the sample and the type of analysis—e.g., for plant anatomy analyses, it is common the use of FAA - Formaldehyde Acid Acetic and Alcohol -, or BNF - Buffered Neutral Formalin. Although this may be true, FAA and BNF are considered for special analyses which should be carried out primarily by a trained botanist or plant anatomist. Hence, as a general protocol for Brazilian law enforcement agents, there is no better way to preserve botanical traces than to dry the material properly.
With respect to the necessary infrastructure for processing botanical evidence, only a few Brazilian states declared to have the basic materials and equipment for this purpose—with the exception of alcohol. This scenario was expected considering the general infrastructure listed in the SENASP work, which quantifies the main equipment used in the Brazilian forensic units. According to SENASP, there is a lack of general forensic equipment, and most of the institutes do not have knowledge about their budget. For processing botanical evidence, few equipment are required: (1) plant press for collection of material at a crime scene; (2) incubator for appropriately drying the material; or FAA, BNF, and alcohol for histological analyses; and (3) silica gel for DNA preservation. A forensic laboratory that has all these materials will certainly be able to carry most of the botanical analyses when needed. A trained botanist may be required for certain analyses, but in the same way, employing the correct method of preservation and evidence processing are essential for getting better results in the casework.

In Brazil, there is no hierarchy among evidence, being arranged in the Brazilian Penal Code that “o Juiz formará sua convicção pela livre apreciação da prova” (the Judge will form his conviction based on free evaluation of the evidence—free translation). Nevertheless, during the investigation and processing of the crime scene, lies with the forensic expert the judgment of whether a trace is relevant to the casework. The expert’s judgment is based on the observation of all the elements in a crime scene, aiming to establish its dynamics under the light of the hypothetico-deductive method. The hypothetico-deductive method aims to link two or more elements in a crime scene (e.g., weapon of a crime to a suspect), or to aid in time-interval estimations (e.g., to elucidate when a crime has occurred or the post-mortem interval of a victim). Several cases reported in the literature indicate how Botany may aid in the elucidation of crime dynamics, and thus demonstrate their relevance in driving a criminal investigation into the right path. The potential of using plants as an evidence was recognized by almost all the forensic experts in this research, since in sum more than 90% of them consider very important or important the collection of plant traces in crime scenes. However, only 30% of them have actually had some experience in the subject. One may argue that, if almost all of the interviewed experts judge the collection of botanical traces to be important, why only 30% of them reported experiences in the subject? We believe that the answer may rely on their abilities to process, analyze, and interpret these traces properly. As shown here and in the SENASP work, there is a lack of necessary equipment for botanical trace processing and a bit or no training to analyze and interpret such evidences. Thus, although the relevance of a given trace may be subjected to interpretation, we assume this result as the likelihood of a forensic expert to use botanical traces in their investigations if basic conditions for such are met.

With respect to time interval estimations and the association of pollen grains to crime scenes, according to our results, 73% of the forensic experts consider pollen grains as a potential associative trace and around 50% of them believe in the possibility of establishing time interval based on botanical knowledge. The fact that 73% of them consider pollen grains as a potential associative trace to crime scenes is important to highlight, since none of the experts indicated to know the sub discipline of palynology. Giovanelli and Garrido discuss the practice quality of the forensic institutes; in their work, it is highlighted the lack of a methodological standardization in Brazilian forensic...
institutes, and the inappropriate and subjective means of acquiring scientific knowledge. In Brazil, the scientific knowledge related to forensic applications is really scarce. Forensic experts are not actively inserted in the scientific community and vice-versa, thus the knowledge is usually transmitted verbally and without effective dissemination of the practices and scientific fundamentals. An agreement between the Federal Police of Brazil and the CAPES agency—one the main Brazilian institutions related to the improvement of higher education and research—was the first step in getting a different scenario.

Considering that the access to scientific journals is very unusual inside the Institutes, it is likely that notions about the subject have been transmitted without great discussions and by a restricted group with access to the subject. Another way to aggregate knowledge is by attending meetings and seminars, however, it usually builds only notions but not an effective and consolidated knowledge about the subject and its real casework application. We believe thus that although the forensic expert may understand the potential of analyzing pollen grains, they are not familiar with the term “palynology”.

Post-mortem intervals and other time windows have been reported in books and several case studies, nevertheless, to a layman in Botany, these analyses may prove complicated and usually require a much deeper knowledge. A few ideas were developed by the forensic experts in this research, of which most of them converge to what is found in the literature—germination period of seeds, and the relationship between pollen grain and flowering period of species, for instance. Estimation of time interval and association between elements of a crime scene may be crucial to the development of an investigation. In this context, Botany may provide relevant information about a casework, mainly when conventional methods for determining a post-mortem interval and the association between elements of a crime scene are not applicable. Improving the knowledge of forensic experts to use these resources is an important step to consolidate Forensic Botany in real caseworks in Brazil.

In the last section of the questionnaire it was asked to the forensic experts their opinion with regard to the usefulness of Botany—also considering their specialty in the forensic institutes. This question was meant to be general in nature to give them an opportunity to freely pose their ideas on the subject. About 69% of them developed ideas about the matter, which provided us a close contact with the reality that they have experienced. Some forensic experts reported poor infrastructures, as well as the lack of human resources and consequent work overload. On the other hand, they also demonstrated a great notion about the effectiveness and applicability of the Botany knowledge in criminal caseworks, and some even showed some excitement with the development of this discipline for the improvement of forensic sciences in Brazil.

The potential for Forensic Botany to be immediately implemented in the Brazilian Forensics scenario is certain. Among the Brazilian criminal caseworks that highlight such perspective is the Mércia Nakashima case and the more recent drowning case in Porto Alegre, State of Rio Grande do Sul. In the first case, algae collected from the suspect’s boots was analyzed by a botanist who was able to determine the suspect’s presence at the crime scene; whereas, in the second case, the investigators used diatoms retrieved from the victim’s lung to confirm location and cause of death. It is also worth mentioning in the context of Brazilian forensic sciences the use and development of novel techniques such as the machine vision for pollen identification. All these examples reinforce the value of botanical evidence in solving Brazilian criminal caseworks. Lastly, with the political movements of the Brazilian Forensics aiming to become an independent organ of public safety, as well as the increase in number of case studies and specific literatures, lies a great opportunity to include the topic in the police academy. The segregation
of the Forensic Science (forensic scientists) from higher Brazilian organs of public safety at a constitutional level brings advantages, such as the management of forensic units by career professionals—which are the most suitable professionals in understanding the actual demand of the organs. The present moment becomes thus highly favorable to include Forensic Botany as an active discipline in Brazilian forensic science.

At the end of this preliminary survey about the botanical knowledge in the Brazilian law enforcement, some findings and suggestions are noteworthy:

I. Although the perspective is very optimistic, the low feedback denotes the expert’s distance with the scientific community as well as with the improvements of current methodological standards;

II. One can notice that the infrastructure that the experts have to perform their job considerably limits the development of new methods and, above all, the quality of forensic reports;

III. Considering the Brazilian forensics limitations, Forensic Botany can aid in criminal investigations with simple and inexpensive methods. Such methods are currently demonstrated by several applications, ensuring their greater efficiency and expansion as a branch of knowledge of the Forensic Science;

IV. Training of experts, mainly the CSP specialty, is indispensable to the development of Forensic Botany in Brazil. Important actions to achieve this should be incorporated, such as the inclusion of the topic in the police academy and incentives to training courses and scientific meetings;

V. Governmental practices that support and encourage the academic insertion in the forensic expert training are essential to build awareness towards the forensic science development as a whole. Such training must be accompanied by investments in infrastructure and equipment that allow the performance of analyses in the forensic unit, ensuring thus the preservation of the chain of custody.

**STATEMENT**

With respect to sampling effort, we made several attempts to contact directors and, oftentimes, forensic expert themselves, using both phone and email contacts. The Coordenadoria Geral de Perícias from the State of Mato Grosso do Sul also performed some campaigns to promote the questionnaires, but still without any feedback. This research, however, depends mainly on volunteer action of forensic experts to contribute with information on the subject. Among the difficulties found we include: directors that were frequently busy when we attempted contact, questionnaires that were not forwarded by the directors to the forensic experts, or even the forensic experts themselves, with the questionnaire in hand, did not answered it. Many are the possible reasons for which an institute did not participate in this research. To preserve the objectiveness of the work, we focused thus on the botanical knowledge of the forensic experts that have participated in this research. We believe that whatever was the reason for the low feedback, they have little value for this work. On the other hand, we found important to demonstrate our sampling effort, that is, which units we could actually contact. Moreover, the process itself of understanding the reasons of the lack of feedback would demand the institutes to answer back to us, which would make the process redundant and impracticable.
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